Introduction {#s1}
============

Assessment of responses to nociceptive stimuli in either animals or humans is a cornerstone of pain research upon which many inferences from experimental, pharmacological and clinical investigations are based ([@bib43]; [@bib76]). However, our appreciation of the full range of behavioral and physiological parameters that comprise a 'nociceptive response' remains incomplete, as does our appreciation of the integration of this information at the spinal level. This in turn affects the ability to interpret the results of interventions and manipulations of nociceptive circuits and participating molecular circuits. Time and magnitude are two, of many, domains in which human and animal behavioral responses are quantified following application of noxious stimuli and from which endpoints can be derived. However, when considering acute and chronic pain, responses in the temporal and magnitude domains occupy an extraordinarily broad range. Among the earliest, are action potentials from primary afferent nociceptive fibers and reflex withdrawal responses ([@bib18]; [@bib40]; [@bib47]; [@bib49]; [@bib59]) followed by limb withdrawal reactions ([@bib9]; [@bib49]; [@bib59]). Over the longer-term, more integrated behavioral endpoints are measurable such as limb guarding, changes in operant assay responding ([@bib61]; [@bib77]; [@bib60]), modification of activity levels ([@bib16]; [@bib21]), interference with activities of daily living ([@bib41]; [@bib68]), alterations in experimental conditioned place preference ([@bib81]; [@bib82]), and the production of facial grimacing ([@bib44]; [@bib73]; [@bib53]). Additionally, the plasticity of several of these behaviorally assessed endpoints is evident when testing is performed during ongoing appetitive or attentional behaviors ([@bib23], [@bib24]; [@bib22]).

The fact that a noxious stimulus can be received anywhere on the body suggests that the noxious sensory integrator system is present at all levels of the spinal cord and trigeminal system. Ideally, nociception should be integrated with higher order neural circuits related to formulating an effective escape strategy, threat assessment and reference to previous experience and threats. Lastly, this system likely overlaps or accesses a generalized motor control circuit geared to generate rapid motor responses to abrupt environmental perturbations that might include slipping or tripping while in motion, and responses to abrupt auditory or visual stimuli and, therefore, can incorporate input from corticospinal, tectospinal, cerebello-spinal, and rubrospinal descending tracts. Appropriately integrated motor reactions to these stimuli have strong adaptive value.

Many of the tests for evaluating baseline pain, sensitization during inflammation, tissue damage, or assessing the actions of analgesic drugs or genetic manipulations, employ acute, episodic stimuli ([@bib58]). Acute stimuli generally involve application of mechanical force, noxious thermal heat, or noxious cold ([@bib72]; [@bib10]). Even here, the designation of 'acute' occupies a broad temporal range, from very brief noxious stimuli such as pin prick, an electrical pulse, or von Frey hairs ([@bib57]; [@bib13]), to a 100 ms laser pulse, and much longer duration tests employing progressively increasing ramp-style stimuli like the Randall-Sellito paw pressure test ([@bib66]), hot plate responses ([@bib11]; [@bib20]), or the 'Hargreaves' thermal withdrawal test ([@bib29]; [@bib35]). However, the exact behavioral components that comprise, and even precede, the withdrawal endpoint have not been adequately explored. We posit that a fine-grained analysis of the sensory-motor integrative responses to nociceptive stimuli is a critical prerequisite for defining the neural circuits that generate noci-responsive behaviors and identifying the underlying molecular, cellular, and circuit-level processes that comprise these neural programs.

In this report, we show that, in addition to the spinal segmental responses to noxious stimuli, there is a corresponding rapid and simultaneous multi-segmental, multi-limb response. Furthermore, we observe that this response can be inhibited by the animal's posture, providing evidence for a potential endogenous analgesia system that gates access of nociceptive information to the ventral horn motor neuronal withdrawal circuits. We show that this gate operates via opioid- and non-opioid-dependent mechanisms. Our observations provide several new, largely unexplored behavioral responses that can be used for assessment of acute nociceptive stimuli, effects of pharmacological treatments, modification of circuits by genetic manipulations, and how more chronic manipulations or models affect spinal excitability and the integrated sensory-motor response to noxious test stimuli. The system can be viewed as a second gate control for nociception that is permissive to the appropriate flow of information from noxious afferent input to motor output.

Results {#s2}
=======

Manipulations and endpoints {#s2-1}
---------------------------

The results comprise three behavioral endpoints: latency to first movement, pattern of movement for the four limbs and head, and whether the stimulus caused limb withdrawal. These endpoints were measured following two stimuli: noxious heat (laser) or pinprick (sharp), and under two postural conditions: standing on all four limbs (quadrupedal stance) or when standing only on two hindlimbs (bipedal stance) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the latter stance, we also determined the behavioral endpoints in the presence or absence of naloxone.10.7554/eLife.23584.003Figure 1.Experimental design and protocol.(**A**) Adult unrestrained rats were placed in a Plexiglas chamber which allows them to move freely. The chamber was placed on an elevated glass or a wire mesh surface depending on the stimulus type (i.e. laser; sharp or blunt). Stimulus location is indicated by the yellow lightning symbol and the limbs and head are color coded. Selective thermal activation was achieved using a brief (100 ms), small-diameter (1.6 mm), and high-energy (5000 mA) infrared diode laser pulse. Pinprick stimuli were applied by pushing a sharp pin against the foot pad until the skin was dimpled but not penetrated and a rounded wooden stick was used for non-noxious blunt stimulus. A high-speed camera captured the animal's postural changes via a mirror under the platform surface. The collected data were transferred and stored on a computer for off-line analysis. (**B**) The experimental protocol had three phases: habituation-- allowing the rat to get used to the chamber and the required posture (on four or two limbs); stimulus -- sensory stimulation was delivered to the target limb; response-- a 500--800 ms window where any postural changes or movements were documented. (**C**) A typical response to a thermal Aδ afferent activation. A sequence of video frames (a--d) demonstrating the response to a laser pulse applied to the left hind limb of rat standing on four limbs ([Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}) . For simplicity, only the stimulated limb (blue) and the head (red) are marked. Immediately after the stimulus (a-- 0 ms), all limbs are in place and no movement has occurred. Bottom left insert: zoom in to the stimulated hindpaw where the black dot represents the laser target. The head was the first body part to move (b), followed by the movement of the stimulated limb (c) while the head continued moving toward the stimulated area. Red and blue arrows demonstrate the overall trajectory of the head and left hindlimb movement, respectively.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.003](10.7554/eLife.23584.003)

Multisegmental stimulus-evoked behavioral responses for heat and mechanical stimuli {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Quadrupedal stance {#s2-2-1}

The movements of five body parts in response to laser and sharp stimulation of the fore and hindlimbs are analyzed in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In panel A, the overall movement patterns for each limb and the head are depicted; in Panel B, both the latency of the first movement of each limb and, for the stimulated limb, the elaboration of a twitch or a full hind paw/limb withdrawal are quantified ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The behavioral responses to the laser and pinprick stimuli (panel A) were quantified by measuring the latency either from the end of the thermal pulse stimulus or from the moment of contact with the sharp, pin prick stimulus to the onset of the limb and head movement. The duration of the movement is also shown. Each line on the graphs in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} is color-coded for the respective body part. Upon forelimb stimulation, in the quadrupedal stance, the rat produced an appropriate withdrawal sequence in 100% of the trials for both laser (n = 5) and sharp (n = 14) stimuli ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; see [Videos 1](#media1){ref-type="other"},[2](#media2){ref-type="other"}). Eighty percent (laser) to 100% (pinprick) of forepaw stimulations provoked orientation of the head toward the stimulated limb. Despite movement of the head, forelimb withdrawal occurred without movement of either hindlimb. This was especially evident with the thermal laser pulse: neither hindlimb moved following the stimulus ([Figure 2A,Ba](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The sharp pin prick stimulus triggered small movements, mainly of the toes, in 30 to 50% of the trials in the contralateral fore and hindlimbs ([Figure 2Bc](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, green symbols). Also evident is a difference in the latency of the first movement or limb withdrawal between sharp and thermal laser stimulation. Movements evoked by the sharp stimulus always occurred earlier than those evoked by the thermal stimulus by 48.3 ms and 48.1 ms for the stimulated forepaw or the head, respectively.10.7554/eLife.23584.004Figure 2.Noxious stimuli evoke a complex multi-segmental response.The graphs show the temporal progression of the head and limb responses to a noxious stimulus applied to the forelimb or to the hindlimb. (**A**) Color codes for the head and the limbs and movement histograms showing the probability of a head or limb movement in 50 ms bins. (**B**) Scatter plots showing the mean first response (± S.E.M) of the movements and the probability of a movement (%) evoked by stimuli given to the forelimb (Ba and Bc) or the hindlimb (Bb and Bd). The averaged first response time for the stimulated limb is on top (ipsilateral forelimb for Ba and Bc; ipsilateral hindlimb for Bb and Bd). The other limbs and the head are presented according to their appearance after the stimulus. Notice that the head is the most likely to move regardless the stimulus type or location and that the hindlimbs do not move when the laser stimulus is applied to a forelimb paw. (**C**) Bars representing the frequency distribution of the response type (full withdrawal, twitch to withdrawal, twitch only, and no movement of the stimulated limb) of the stimulated limb. The stimulated forelimb responded with a full withdrawal 100% of the times to both sharp and laser stimuli. H-- Head (●); iF- ipsilateral forelimb (▲); iH-- ipsilateral hindlimb (■); cF-- contralateral forelimb (▼); cH-- contralateral hindlimb (♦).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.004](10.7554/eLife.23584.004)Video 1.Forelimb laser stimulus when the rat is standing on all four limbs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.005](10.7554/eLife.23584.005)10.7554/eLife.23584.005Video 2.Forelimb sharp stimulus when the rat is standing on all four limbs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.006](10.7554/eLife.23584.006)10.7554/eLife.23584.006

The most complete response pattern occurred when a hind paw was stimulated (see [Video 3](#media3){ref-type="other"} and [Video 4](#media4){ref-type="other"}). Hind paw thermal laser (n = 29) or sharp (n = 31) stimulation generally involved all limbs and the head in a consistent temporal sequence. With both stimulus modalities, the head and the stimulated hind paw moved at approximately same time (Pinprick: Head- 52.0 ± 5.2 ms; ipsi Hind paw-51.6 ± 3.6 ms; Thermal Laser: Head- 169.9 ± 9.5 ms; ipsi Hind paw- 180.2 ± 8.1 ms). As was observed for forepaw stimulation, there was a noticeable difference in the withdrawal latency for the two stimuli: Sharp stimulation provoked a withdrawal movement within \~50 ms, whereas thermal laser stimulation caused withdrawal within \~180 ms ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These differences in timing are evident in both the limb movement histograms and in the mean first response scatter plots ([Figure 2A and Bb, Bd](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, processing of the stimuli into an integrated response is much more rapid with a mechanical stimulus than with a thermal stimulus, even with the very fast rate of stimulation provided by the infrared diode laser.Video 3.Hindlimb laser stimulus when the rat is standing on all four limbs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.007](10.7554/eLife.23584.007)10.7554/eLife.23584.007Video 4.Hindlimb sharp stimulus when the rat is standing on all four limbs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.008](10.7554/eLife.23584.008)10.7554/eLife.23584.008

### Transition to withdrawal {#s2-2-2}

We observed that an immediate withdrawal did not always occur upon application of the noxious stimuli especially when delivered to the hindlimb (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, in addition to limb movement patterns and latencies, variation in a third parameter, referred to as the transition to the withdrawal response was measured ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In the quadrupedal stance, laser and sharp stimulation of the forepaw produced a brisk limb withdrawal in 100% of the trials (Laser, n = 5; Sharp, n = 14) without any preceding twitch of the toes or paw. Sharp stimulation of the hindlimb also produced a 100% withdrawal and was preceded by twitch in 7% of the trials (n = 31). In contrast, infrared thermal stimulation of the hind paw failed to produce withdrawal in 18% of the trials, with 14% showing just a twitch and 4% no movement at all ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, in most of these 'failure trials', evidence for reception of the stimulus and its processing to cause a motor response (i.e. an evoked twitch) is observable, suggesting the stimulus did not reach threshold for a full withdrawal or that it was actively inhibited. We do not think that the twitches are a reflex response to proprioceptive sensory fibers activation since we detect twitches in the hindlimbs following a laser stimulus that does move the digits, and we do not observe twitches when a sharp stimulus is applied to the forelimbs.10.7554/eLife.23584.009Table 1.Comparison between the response rate for different sensory stimuli applied to the fore-- or hindlimb of a rat standing on four or two limbs. Results of Fisher Exact test, 2 × 2 contingency tables. Values in red are significant. Values in black are not significant. In parenthesis is the rate for full withdrawal for each condition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.009](10.7554/eLife.23584.009)10.7554/eLife.23584.010Table 1---source data 1.Proportion of withdrawals for different sensory stimuli applied to the fore- or hindlimb of a rat standing on four or two limbs.Source data and Column histogram presenting the number of trials the rats responded with a full withdrawal to a stimulus. Each column presents the total number of trials. (Black: full withdrawal; Gray: no withdrawal). l-laser stimulus; s-sharp stimulus; 4-animal on all four limbs; 2-animal on two hind limbs; f -forelimb stimulation; h -hindlimb stimulation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.010](10.7554/eLife.23584.010)LaserSharpStanding on fourStanding on twoStanding on fourStanding on twoForelimb\
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The presence of this suppressive circuit becomes more evident when the animal is in the bipedal or reared-up stance and the results from these trials are analyzed in more detail in the Bipedal Stance section.

### Latencies of early movements {#s2-2-3}

To evaluate statistically the differences between the movements evoked by stimulation of the fore- and hind paws, we compared the latency of the earliest movement of the head or a limb to the various stimuli. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} show that, for a sharp stimulus, while the withdrawal latency for hind paw stimulation was on average longer than for forelimb stimulation, the difference was not statistically significant (forelimb: 33.2 ± 13.0 ms, n = 14; hindlimb: 46.9 ± 21.0 ms, n = 31; p\>0.5, ANOVA, Tukey's multiple comparison test). By comparison, laser heat stimuli that preferentially excites Aδ fiber afferents produced different response latencies for the fore and hindlimbs: the latency to first movement upon stimulation of the hindlimb was 167.5 ± 43.0 ms (n = 29) compared to stimulation of the forelimb (93.9 ± 33.0 ms, n = 5; p\<0.0001).10.7554/eLife.23584.011Figure 3.The average response latency to Aδ noxious stimulus is dependent on the stimulus modality and location.The bar plots show the average latency and standard error of the mean for the first response of any limb following a sharp or a laser stimulus to the fore- (blue) or hind- (red) limb of a rat standing on all four limbs. Collectively, the data show that the earliest responses were to sharp stimuli and the slowest were to laser stimuli. The averaged first response latencies for forelimb stimulation were shorter than those for hindlimb stimulation. The shortest latency was found when the sharp stimulus was applied to the forelimb (33.2 ± 13.0 ms, n = 14) or to the hindlimbs (46.9 ± 21.0 ms, n = 31). These latencies were not significantly different. A significant difference in the latencies between forelimb and hindlimb stimulation was found for the responses to laser stimulation (Forelimb: 93.9 ± 33.0 ms, n = 5; Hindlimb: 167.5 ± 43.0 ms, n = 29; \*p\<0.0001). (Two-way ANOVA; Tukey's multiple comparisons test).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.011](10.7554/eLife.23584.011)10.7554/eLife.23584.012Table 2.Comparison between the average first response latencies to different sensory stimuli applied to the fore- or hindlimb of a rat standing on four limbs. Results of two-way ANOVA analysis with Tukey's multiple comparisons test. In parenthesis is the average latency and standard deviation per each condition.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.012](10.7554/eLife.23584.012)Sharp--Forelimb\
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### Head movement {#s2-2-4}

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} reveals the consistent and early occurrence of head movements as a component of the nociceptive response. Head movement occurred nearly simultaneously and could even precede movement of the paw receiving the noxious stimulus. Early head movement occurred with either fore paw or hind paw stimulation and with any type of stimulus (sharp, laser, or blunt; [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The mean latency to head movement upon sharp stimulation of the forelimb was 40.3 ± 7.0 ms and for hindlimb stimulation was 52.8 ± 5.0 ms. The mean latency to the start of head movement upon laser heat stimulation of the forelimb was 88.5 ± 17.0 ms and 169.9 ± 10.0 ms for the hindlimb stimulation. The head movement precedes movement of the stimulated limb for heat delivered to either the fore paw or the hind paw (fore paw- 95.4 ± 14.0 ms; hind paw- 180.2 ± 8.0 ms), although the time difference was not significant. These data are consistent with the idea that the motor apparatus governing directed head movement is temporally integrated with limb withdrawal responses to abrupt noxious stimuli.10.7554/eLife.23584.013Figure 4.The response to a blunt stimulus when the animal is standing on four legs.Movement histograms (**A**) and averaged first response scatter plots with the probability (%) of a movement (**B**) showing the movements evoked by stimuli to the forelimb (left panels) or hindlimb (right panels) paws. (**C**) Bar plots representing the proportion of withdrawals (■), twitches (■), or no movements (□) of the stimulated limb. Color codes for the head and the limbs as in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. H-- Head; iF- ipsilateral forelimb; iH-- ipsilateral hindlimb; cF-- contralateral forelimb; cH-- contralateral hindlimb.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.013](10.7554/eLife.23584.013)

### Non-noxious blunt mechanical {#s2-2-5}

As a negative control, the multisegmental responses to a non-noxious tactile stimulus were also examined ([Videos 5](#media5){ref-type="other"} and [6](#media6){ref-type="other"}). The blunt stimulus was a wooden stick with a rounded conical tip that was not sharp and did not have distinct edges like those on von Frey hair filaments. The rats were largely indifferent to this non-noxious stimulus. When they did remove their paw, it occurred after the stick elevated the paw above the wire mesh platform and it was without the alacrity that was characteristic of the noxious laser heat or pinprick ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Nonetheless, the first movement (head orientation) occurred within 226.6 ± 77.0 ms and 263.6 ± 83.0 ms of pushing on the fore- or hind paw, respectively. The indifference to the blunt probe is evidenced by the fact that in 50% of the blunt trials the animals terminated the trial simply by walking away. The limb movement latencies were significantly longer than the responses to laser or the pinprick stimulus (blunt-forelimb: 308.1 ± 241.0 ms, n = 7; blunt- hindlimb: 324.1 ± 115.0 ms, n = 6) and the probability of withdrawal was substantially lower (blunt stimulus to forelimb: 57%; blunt stimulus to hindlimb: 33%; no difference in the probability to respond: forelimb vs hindlimb p=0.6; Fisher Exact test; 2 × 2 contingency table for two nominal variables with expected small or zero values).Video 5.Forelimb blunt stimulus when the rat is standing on all four limbs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.014](10.7554/eLife.23584.014)10.7554/eLife.23584.014Video 6.Hindlimb blunt stimulus when the rat is standing on all four limbs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.015](10.7554/eLife.23584.015)10.7554/eLife.23584.015

Gating of nociceptive withdrawal response by posture {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------------------

### Bipedal stance {#s2-3-1}

In the next set of experiments, we asked whether the animal's response to a noxious stimulus was affected by its posture at the time of stimulation. We used the same experimental protocol for sharp and laser stimuli, except that the hind paws were stimulated only when the animal was in a bipedal stance (i.e. standing on its hindlimbs; [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [Video 7](#media7){ref-type="other"} and [Video 8](#media8){ref-type="other"}). Under these conditions, as seen in the movement histograms, the multisegmental response was clearly modified and frequently blocked completely ([Figure 5A,B,C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). When the animals were standing on all four limbs, they responded to a laser stimulus in 83% of the trials (n = 29) and to sharp stimulus 100% of the trials (n = 31, sharp vs laser, p\<0.05). However, when the animals stood only on their hindlimbs, they responded to a laser stimulus in only 49% of the trials (n = 39) (p\<0.01; [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We also found a statistical difference in the proportion of trails in which the animals responded to the sharp stimulus in the quadrupedal (n = 31) compared to the bipedal stance (n = 45) (100% vs. 67%, p\<0.001; [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The latency to the onset of head or limb movements when the sharp stimulus was applied, was significantly longer in the bipedal compared to the quadrupedal stance (Sharp stimulus- standing on hindlimbs vs. standing on all four limbs: 86.3 ± 11.0 ms vs 46.9 ± 4.0 ms, respectively, p\<0.005, Two-ways ANOVA, Tukey's multiple comparison test) ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.23584.016Figure 5.Standing on hindlimbs decreased the response frequency to noxious stimuli and resulted in fewer stimulus-evoked limb movements.Comparison of the response rate to laser or sharp stimulus given to the hindlimbs under two different postural conditions. (**A**) A significant difference in the response rate was found when the rats were standing only on their hindlimbs compared to all four limbs. The proportion of rats responding to the laser or sharp stimulus was significantly lower when the rats were standing on their hindlimbs (laser on four vs. laser on hindlimbs, \*\*p\<0.01; sharp on four vs. sharp on hindlimbs, \*\*\*p\<0.001; Fisher Exact test 2 × 2 contingency table, see also [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). A significant difference was also found between the response rate to laser and sharp stimuli when the rats were standing on all four limbs (\*p\<0.05). No significant difference was found between the fraction of rats responding to laser stimulus compared to the sharp stimulus (laser on hindlimbs vs. sharp on hindlimbs, p\>0.1). (**B**) Movement histograms show a reduction in the number of moving limbs when the rat is standing on its hindlimbs (the probability histograms on the left are adapted from [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for comparison). (**C**) The effects of posture on the averaged first response (plots with probability of movement (%)) (Ca, Cc) and the stimulated limb response type distribution (Cb and Cd). Filled symbols represent the average first response when the rat is in quadrupedal stance (from [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for comparison). Unfilled symbols represent the average first response when the rat is rearing on its hindlimbs. (Data presented on the left part of B and C is adapted from [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for comparison).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.016](10.7554/eLife.23584.016)10.7554/eLife.23584.017Figure 6.The effects of posture on the latency of the first response.(**A**) Systemic naloxone (5 mg/kg) did not enhance the response rate to noxious stimulus and did not reverse the postural inhibition of paw withdrawal when the animal was standing on its hindlimbs. In the presence of naloxone, when the rat was standing on its hindlimbs, the response rate to noxious stimuli was not statistically different from that in control conditions (laser: control vs. naloxone, p\>0.5; sharp: control vs. naloxone, p\>0.7; laser naloxone vs. sharp naloxone, p=1) (Bars for control conditions are adapted from [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). (**B**) In general, the first response latency to the laser stimulus was significantly longer than that to the sharp stimuli for all postural conditions. There was no significant difference in the response latencies of animals that were standing on four vs two limbs in the presence of naloxone for laser stimulus (Laser (black rectangle): 167.5 ± 8.0 ms vs. 150.3 ± 11.0 ms vs. 158.5 ± 15.0 ms; two-way ANOVA). First response latency to the sharp stimulus was significantly longer when animals stood on their hindlimbs compared to standing on four limbs (sharp (white rectangle), four limbs-- 46.9 ± 4.0 ms vs. on two limbs-- 86.3 ± 11.0 ms; \*p\<0.005; two-way ANOVA). The presence of naloxone reduced significantly the average response time to noxious sharp stimuli (on two limbs +naloxone-- 55.1 ± 7.0 ms; vs. on two limbs \*p\<0.05) but not for animals standing on four limbs (p=0.6).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.017](10.7554/eLife.23584.017)Video 7.Hindlimb laser stimulus when the rat is rearing up.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.018](10.7554/eLife.23584.018)10.7554/eLife.23584.018Video 8.Hindlimb sharp stimulus when the rat is rearing up.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.019](10.7554/eLife.23584.019)10.7554/eLife.23584.019

What is not evident from the latency measurements is how, or the process by which, the withdrawal of the hind paw occurs when the animal is standing on both hindlimbs. An integrated, orchestrated set of motor events occurred within a window of 50 to 80 ms starting from the first response to the sharp pinprick or the laser stimulus, respectively. When the rat was in a bipedal stance, movements of the stimulated hindlimb (twitching, withdrawal, shaking) were delayed until the forepaws came down and touched the platform. In some cases, movement occurred while the forelimbs were returning to the platform. When in the bipedal stance, the animals reacted significantly faster to sharp stimuli than to laser stimuli delivered to the hind paw (sharp vs. laser 86.3 ± 11.0 ms, n = 45 versus 150.3 ± 11.0 ms, n = 39; p≤0.0001, two-way ANOVA, Tukey's multiple comparison test; [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results are consistent with the temporal differences between sharp and thermal laser stimulation seen in the quadrupedal stance.

Effects of bipedal stance on the type of withdrawal movement and latency {#s2-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The bipedal posture suppresses or delays the withdrawal response to the two noxious stimuli until the animal shifts from a bipedal stance to a quadrupedal stance. The withdrawal reaction, when it does occur, is inhibited until the forepaws are placed on the test platform or are about to contact the platform. This is evident in the delay to hindlimb withdrawal seen with the sharp stimulus where withdrawal occurs after \~50 ms in the quadrupedal stance, whereas, when the animal is standing on its hindlimbs, the withdrawal of the stimulated hindlimb occurs after \~90 ms. The additional 40 ms allows the animal's posture to be stabilized (i.e. all four limbs are in contact with the platform prior to withdrawal).

Further analysis of the trials, revealed three types or levels of withdrawal inhibition when in the bipedal stance: complete, delayed, and partial (see bar plots in [Figure 5Cb and Cd](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Complete inhibition means that no movement of the stimulated limb was seen after nociceptive stimulation. Delayed inhibition was characterized by an initial twitch followed by full withdrawal of the limb. Partial inhibition was characterized by a twitch, usually of a toe on the stimulated paw, but no withdrawal of the limb. At least one of the three types of inhibition occurred in \~50% of all trials administered to rats in the bipedal stance for both thermal laser and sharp stimuli.

Effects of naloxone on behavioral responses to noxious stimuli in the bipedal stance {#s2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We hypothesized that the postural inhibition and slowing of the behavioral responses to noxious stimuli might result from modulation of an endogenous opioid peptide-mediated suppression of the withdrawal reflex and orienting movements. To test this idea, we injected animals systemically with naloxone, an opioid receptor antagonist ([Videos 9](#media9){ref-type="other"} and [10](#media10){ref-type="other"}). Contrary to our expectation, the response rate to noxious stimuli was unchanged in the presence of naloxone (laser: 63%, n = 19; sharp 55%, n = 20, [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) when the rat was standing on its hindlimbs, compared to pre-drug control conditions (laser no drug vs. naloxone, p=0.4026; sharp no drug vs. naloxone, p\>0.4; laser naloxone vs. sharp naloxone, p\>0.7). The presence of naloxone also did not change the average withdrawal latency to thermal laser stimulation when comparing three conditions (quadrupedal, bipedal, and bipedal + naloxone) ([Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, naloxone significantly reduced the latency to the first movement in response to the sharp stimulus (no drug, quadrupedal: 46.9 ± 4.0 ms; no drug bipedal: 86.3 ± 11.0 ms; bipedal with naloxone: 55.1 ± 7.0 ms, p\<0.05; [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Video 9.Hindlimb laser stimulus when the rat is rearing up in the presence of naloxone.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.020](10.7554/eLife.23584.020)10.7554/eLife.23584.020Video 10.Hindlimb sharp stimulus when the rat is rearing up in the presence of naloxone.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.23584.021](10.7554/eLife.23584.021)10.7554/eLife.23584.021

One limitation of these studies is that we did not use a vehicle injection as a control for the naloxone injection. Injections are anxiogenic and could influence the timing of withdrawal responses to noxious stimuli ([@bib45]). We note, however, that the latency of the first response to a thermal stimulus was unchanged following naloxone injection, suggesting that the effects of the injection per se did not alter the responses to all noxious stimuli. Despite this observation, we cannot eliminate the possibility that the injection might have influenced the responses to the pin prick stimulus and we consider this potential confound in more detail in the discussion.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

The paw withdrawal reflex and the escape response have been used extensively as a behavioral assay for pain in animal models. The spinal mechanisms underlying these early and rapid responses to noxious stimuli have been studied in detail in anesthetized or sedated animals or various decerebrate or spinal preparations ([@bib49]; [@bib71]; [@bib28]; [@bib42]). Much less is understood, however, about when and how these early reflexes are integrated into the more complex behavioral reactions to a noxious stimulus in the unrestrained conscious animal. In this paper, we identify a multi-segmental response to thermal laser and sharp stimuli. Both types of stimuli activate Aδ fibers ([@bib57]) and trigger withdrawal of the stimulated limb coupled with movements of the other limbs appropriate for maintaining the animal's posture. Furthermore, we describe an inhibitory mechanism that temporarily suppresses segmental nociceptive responses until an appropriate quadrupedal stance is achieved. Obviously, such interactive responses cannot be observed in anesthetized animals. Thus, the complexity of the 'reflex withdrawal response' generally has been underestimated, leading to a constrained frame of reference for acute nociceptive studies. Our data indicate the need to extend studies of nociception beyond the familiar segmental framework and, in future studies, to investigate the neural circuitry responsible for the multisegmental responses and how they are integrated with inputs from higher centers ([@bib69]; [@bib75]; [@bib2]; [@bib46]; [@bib64]; [@bib32]).

Nociceptive responses while in quadrupedal stance {#s3-1}
-------------------------------------------------

### Initial movements {#s3-1-1}

We first consider the stimuli delivered to the animal standing on all four limbs. Under these conditions, the earliest movement in response to a noxious stimulus was of the head toward the stimulation site. This was followed, or nearly simultaneously accompanied by, movement of the stimulated limb and the contralateral forelimb and then by movement of the contralateral hindlimb and ipsilateral forelimb. When a quadrupedal animal raises one limb it assumes a diagonal posture in which the weight is borne primarily by the contralateral hindlimb and the diagonal (ipsilateral) forelimb. This behavior was initially reported in dogs ([@bib38]); cited in [@bib26]) and later confirmed in cats ([@bib17]; [@bib52]; [@bib26]). Consistent with these reports, when a noxious stimulus was applied to the hind paw, the sequence of movements elicited resembles a diagonal postural adjustment. Thus, the pattern of earliest limb movements involved the stimulated hindlimb and its diagonal, contralateral forelimb, with the remaining limbs supporting the animal's weight. Eventually, the other diagonally opposed limbs also moved. This sequence of movements was similar for both pin prick and laser stimulation except that the pinprick responses were of shorter latency and duration compared to the responses of the laser stimulus. A significant latency difference in the withdrawal latency for thermal laser stimulation was found between stimuli applied to the fore paw versus the hind paw ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Multiple factors may account for this difference including the physical length of the nerve ([@bib57]), the higher innervation density of myelinated fibers in the fore paw compared to the hind paw ([@bib54]) and the wide range of conduction velocities for Aδ fibers ([@bib67]; [@bib1]). Although the withdrawal latency for the sharp stimulus was slightly longer for the hind paw, the difference was not significant when assessed with ANOVA.

### Subsequent movements {#s3-1-2}

It is worth noting that the subsequent movements of the hind and fore limbs diagonal to the stimulated hindlimb are also consistent with the animal initiating a locomotor step to avoid the stimulus. Such a response has been observed before in Sherrington's studies of decerebrate and spinalized cats ([@bib70]).

The response to noxious stimulation of the forelimbs was less extensive than the responses to stimulation of the hindlimbs. We observed movement of only the head and forelimbs. This is consistent with early studies of long reflexes by Sherrington who showed that forelimb stimulation was much less likely to initiate movement of the hindlimbs than vice versa ([@bib70]).

Bipedal stance {#s3-2}
--------------

### Inhibition of withdrawal {#s3-2-1}

We found that the behavioral responses to noxious stimuli were dependent on the animal's posture when the stimulus was applied. Fewer animals reacted to the noxious stimuli when standing on hindlimbs, and those that did, produced fewer limb movements than those evoked in the quadrupedal posture. This was particularly evident for the sharp stimulus. Movement of the head and hindlimbs was delayed or suppressed completely compared to the quadrupedal stance. The simplest interpretation of these findings is that, while in the upright stance, the animal temporarily inhibited the limb responses to maintain postural stability. In the cases when withdrawal did occur while in the upright stance, further review of the video recordings disclosed stabilization via placement of the forelimbs on the sidewall of the test enclosure and in these cases the latencies of the head and limb movements were similar to the quadrupedal latencies.

### Effects of naloxone {#s3-2-2}

We hypothesized that if an endogenous opioidergic network participated in the postural inhibition, then naloxone would reverse or attenuate the inhibition. However, in animals pretreated with naloxone we did not observe a reversal of the posture-dependent inhibition of paw withdrawal. The multi-segmental responses were still suppressed and we did not detect a facilitation of the response rate for withdrawal. However, examination of the first movements following the sharp stimulus revealed a significant naloxone-dependent decrease in latency. This result suggests that the increase latency to withdrawal in the bipedal stance may be due to, at least in part, to direct release of opioid peptides. As we discussed earlier, we did not use saline-injections as a control for the naloxone injections. The effect of naloxone on the latency to the first movement was only observed for the pin prick stimulus, suggesting that the injections themselves did not have non-specific analgesic effects. This may be because the experimental testing was done 30 min after the naloxone injection, which exceeds duration of analgesia evoked by many mild stressors or by intrathecally administered opioid peptides such as enkephalin or other proenkephalin-derived peptides ([@bib37]). Consistent with this conclusion, [@bib8] found that intrathecal saline injections did not alter the reaction latency to hot-plate test or the threshold in a paw-pressure test. While we cannot exclude a non-specific effect of the injection, our data favor the existence of an opioidergic component to the postural inhibition of the withdrawal reflex.

An opioidergic component to the postural inhibition is consistent with studies showing that withdrawal reflexes are under tonic inhibition by opioids which can be relieved by naloxone ([@bib12]; [@bib14]; [@bib15]; [@bib74]). In the present test system, however, naloxone does not alter all aspects of inhibitory postural gating. Opioids interact with multiple non-nociceptive pathways ([@bib74]), and can modulate locomotor-like activity in the neonatal rat spinal cord ([@bib6]), and met5-enkephalin-Arg6-Gly7-Leu8, a proenkephalin-derived met5-enkephalin-Arg6-Gly7-Leu8 containing immunoreactive terminals can be detected on the perikarya of motor neurons ([@bib36], [@bib35]). Furthermore, noxious stimuli ([@bib6]) or ventral root stimuli (D Blivis; unpublished data) that initiate locomotor-like activity in the isolated spinal cord of the neonatal rat and mouse are blocked by the µ-opioid agonist DAMGO. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the latency of the first movement is regulated by an opioid action at the spinal level that may include deep dorsal horn laminae and perhaps also the ventral cord. To account for the complete postural inhibition of the withdrawal response, we propose that other glycinergic and GABAergic inhibitory networks are engaged ([@bib46]; [@bib30]; [@bib25]). The fact that glycine and GABA antagonists are convulsant agents and produce nocifensive behaviors when administered intrathecally precludes direct pharmacological investigation of these two candidate transmitters.

It is notable that we did not see an effect of naloxone on the latency to first movement with laser stimulation. We attribute this to several factors. One is timing of the afferent volley into the spinal cord. With the sharp stimulus, afferent activation is coincident with the pinprick and the timing is temporally delimited. Laser stimulation requires a minimum of \~60 ms of heating before reaching a temperature that causes paw withdrawal ([@bib57], [@bib58]). This comparatively long duration may contribute to an asynchronous activation of the thermo-nociceptors, whereas the pinprick yields an immediate, synchronous volley. The mechanically responsive Aδ fibers have fast conduction velocities ([@bib67]) which will also contribute to a temporally discrete activation and which could facilitate our ability to detect a change in latency to first movement. Consistent with the idea of distinct fiber types, at the molecular level, the composition of receptors and ion channels may also be different ([@bib27]; [@bib78]). Further studies on the anatomical connectivity of the two afferent fiber populations can clarify their potential for direct or polysynaptic connectivity to spinal premotor neurons at the segmental level. Although the preponderance of neuro-anatomical data indicates that the connections between the superficial laminae to the deeper laminae is not direct ([@bib19]; [@bib32]).

Functional and anatomical aspects of a spinal nociceptive-motor gate control circuit {#s3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Functional considerations for a spinal nociceptive-motor gate control {#s3-3-1}

The presence of the aforementioned inhibitory process prompted (a) a consideration of the necessary functional characteristics needed for multisegmental sensory-motor integration and extrapolation to adaptive significance and (b) a consideration of potential relevant neuronal populations and their characteristics. The characteristics include a capability for (i) integrating the nociceptive sensory input with multisegmental proprioceptive information, (ii) making output connections to the motor control circuits, and (iii) assessing information on the status of body stance that is instantaneously available and continuously updated as the animal moves through space. There also must be a neural registration of the postural arrangement of the limbs when the stimulus is applied, which leads to a context-dependent adjustment of the innate withdrawal strategy. The inhibition of withdrawal must be activated in a behaviorally appropriate fashion and be either maintained, terminated, or further elaborated in a contextually, posturally, and behaviorally appropriate fashion. This consideration implies the presence of inhibitory neurons and available data support the presence of both an endogenous opioid component and a GABA/glycinergic component. The second element is a capacity to resume the withdrawal sequence after the animal attains postural stability. From the bipedal stance, as a stable posture is being achieved, the spinal cord must retain the fact that a painful, possibly damaging stimulus was received during the period of transition from a bipedal stance until a stable posture conducive for limb withdrawal was achieved.

### A motor-sensory gate component {#s3-3-2}

Our data showing a postural inhibition of withdrawal reflexes raises the possibility that a motor-sensory gate can regulate the behaviorally relevant multi-segmental responses to a painful stimulus. Such control could be exerted at the level of the spinal interneurons responsible for regulating the animal's upright posture. It is also possible that motoneuronal activity could contribute to such a motor-sensory gate. In the neonatal mouse, electrical stimulation of motoneuron axons can activate the central pattern generator for locomotion ([@bib56]; [@bib7]; [@bib63]; [@bib65]), and this effect is blocked by the opioid agonist DAMGO (D Blivis; unpublished data). Efference copy of the motor signal, from the cortex, the red nucleus, or from spinal interneurons or even motoneurons ([@bib62]; [@bib51]), could be used to regulate the withdrawal reflexes. We speculate that in the extensor-dominated bipedal stance, as the nociceptive excitatory drive for limb withdrawal invades lamina IX, it encounters a 'flexor inhibited system' which must be relieved before limb flexion can occur. The inhibitory tone is relieved once the quadrupedal stance is restored. This control element is integrated with the more multi-segmental sensory-motor gating mechanisms considered below.

### Potential neural substrates of the spinal nociceptive-motor gate control circuit {#s3-3-3}

A great deal of research has traced the functional responses and the primary afferent innervation of second order dorsal horn neurons with respect to a wide variety of noxious, non-noxious, hedonic, and somatosensory inputs ([@bib5]; [@bib33]; [@bib75]; [@bib48]; [@bib2]; [@bib80]; [@bib46]; [@bib64]; [@bib3]; [@bib32]). Similarly, in the ventral horn, local circuits have been extensively studied both physiologically and neuroanatomically (for review see [@bib39]). The intricacies of the dorsal horn-ventral horn connectivity, by comparison, are only recently being addressed ([@bib46]; [@bib32]). A set of interneurons in medial deep dorsal horn that meet many of the criteria delineated above appears to coordinate the execution of compound movements across multiple joints. This region was also a nexus for multimodal inputs from various muscle groups, cortico-spinal tract neurons, proprioceptive afferents, and, via synaptic relay, nociceptive afferent inputs. This heterogeneous population of neurons expresses the DNA-binding protein Satb1 and Satb2 and is in a region of the dorsal horn that has previously been shown to contain neurons regulating limb withdrawal reflexes in the rat ([@bib69]). The Satb1 neurons are inhibitory and comprise both GABA- and glycinergic neurons. They receive monosynaptic input from muscle spindle afferents and indirect inputs from nociceptors and cutaneous afferents and project to motoneurons and V1 and V2A interneurons ([@bib32]). When Satb2 is genetically deleted from these inhibitory interneurons their development and connectivity are severely perturbed resulting in animals with exaggerated withdrawal reflexes to noxious stimuli ([@bib32]). We hypothesize that these neurons may account for the postural inhibitory, non-opioid control of withdrawal reflexes and may participate in retention of the animal's balance and posture.

A second study in mouse, also using genetic labeling strategies, examined questions of sensory integratory circuits in more superficial laminae of the dorsal horn. This study anatomically and functionally defines a set of early Ret+ dorsal horn neurons mainly involved with sensory gating of nociceptive transmission to the spino-thalamic projection neurons ([@bib19]).

Higher CNS centers can also play salient roles in controlling moment to moment monitoring and modification of spinal excitability in a coordinated fashion with the ascending sensory information. Spino-bulbo-spinal descending control mechanisms in rostral medulla have been implicated in monitoring ongoing sensory input and modifying withdrawal reflexes in the event of a painful stimulus ([@bib31]). Attentional processes also can modify pain responses to noxious stimuli and are known to have an impact when experimentally manipulated. In the present study, we did not purposely alter the animal's state of alertness or motivational status and our testing was performed an isolated room designed to minimize transient noise, air currents, temperature shifts, and people entering the room. These factors, coupled with habituation to the test platform and the testing room itself, minimized opportunities for novel environmental interferences.

Taken together, we find that changes in body posture can directly affect sensory-motor integration via a novel, motor-sensory/sensory-motor gate control mechanism operating on fast Aδ-mediated noxious input. Integration of the present findings with the above-cited studies in mouse, suggests that there are *two* gating mechanisms in the dorsal horn. One is in the more superficial laminae and gates the access of primary afferent nociceptive input to spinothalamic projection neurons, thereby modulating the relay of noxious sensory information from the cord to the brain. The other is in the deeper dorsal horn and gates the access of primary afferent nociceptive information to the motor apparatus, thereby conferring the capability for integration of the response with the ongoing and planned motor activity. These two aspects appear to be quite distinct but, as our data show, are very relevant to each other. 'Knowing' about the stimulus in terms of magnitude estimation, body location, and the context in which the painful input occurs is integral to shaping the appropriate response and the extent of muscle resources and escape strategies that may need to be employed. Our comparison of noxious to non-noxious responses is a case in point: the animal hardly attends to the blunt stimulus, whereas an abrupt painful stimulus commands abundant motoric and attentional resources.

It is important to point out that the studies identifying the Satb1/2 and early Ret^+^ dorsal horn neurons were all conducted in the mouse whereas our study was performed in the rat. Nonetheless, we speculate that the nociceptive-postural gating processes investigated in this paper are fundamental to many vertebrates, be they quadrupeds or bipeds.

Summary {#s3-4}
-------

Systematic evaluation of behaviors evoked by brief thermal and mechanical nociceptive stimuli reveals a coordinated interaction between noxious sensory input and the evoked multisegmental motor responses. A new inhibitory gating mechanism was also identified which we refer to as the nociceptive-motor gate control circuit. While it is possible to characterize the gate as an analgesic system, its actions are not strictly to suppress 'pain' as is commonly conceptualized, but rather to achieve a specific motor goal and, as exemplified by early orientation of the head, to perform a threat assessment. The overall function is to enable escape from a noxious stimulus while preserving balance and coordinates the elaboration of a full withdrawal response and, if necessary, additional avoidance behaviors. We show that the nociceptive-motor gate control circuit has an opioid component but also requires activation of non-opioid inhibitory elements. We enumerate the properties such a nociceptive-motor gate must possess and identify a known spinal integrator system, as fulfilling many of these requirements. It is also recognized that further elements of integration exist in the medial dorsal spinal cord such as the spino-cerebellar projections of Clark's column and projections to lateral reticular nucleus ([@bib64]). The inhibitory component of the nociceptive-motor gate exerts potent control over nociceptive inputs and is activated in a context-dependent fashion. Whether the analgesic properties of the nociceptive-motor gate can be adapted for therapeutic purposes is a question open to further investigation.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Animals {#s4-1}
-------

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (250--350 g; N = 9) were housed under a 12/12 hr light-dark cycle and allowed access to food and water *ad libitum*. The ambient temperature of the holding and testing rooms was 21--22°C. Procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and approved by the institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All efforts were made to minimize animal numbers and distress.

Stimulus paradigms {#s4-2}
------------------

### Thermal stimulus {#s4-2-1}

Thermal stimuli (i.e. 'Laser') were generated by an infrared diode laser (LASS-10 M; Lasmed, LLC, Mountain View, CA) with an output wavelength of 980 nm and maximum power of 20 W. For calibration, laser power/energy was measured using a meter with a thermal sensor (Nova II, L30A-10 MM, Ophir Optronics). Aδ -fibers were selectively activated with a high rate of heating, using a high-energy (5000--5500 mA), brief pulse (100 ms), and a small spot size (1.6 mm Ø, nominal). As previously reported ([@bib57]), laser pulses at 7000 mA (corresponding to a power density of 6.93 W/mm^2^) often resulted in skin damage, whereas 6000 mA (6.08 W/mm^2^), which evokes strong behavioral withdrawal responses, never produced visible skin damage ([@bib57]). At 5000 mA (5.12 W/mm^2^) the rate of infrared laser diode heating was \~235 °C/s and no thermal damage to the skin was observed (e.g. we did not observe the presence of protein coagulation, acute redness, blistering or swelling at 24 hr post stimulation) ([@bib58]).

### Pinprick stimulus {#s4-2-2}

As a broad class, nociceptors are known to respond to multiple noxious stimuli whereas mechanosensitive afferents can be activated by mechanical stimuli. In the present report, we used a sharp ('Sharp') pinprick ([@bib50]; [@bib1]). The tip of a sharp dissecting needle was rapidly pushed against the paw skin ([@bib4]), while the animal was on an elevated wire mesh platform. The skin was dimpled but not deeply penetrated. The pin was aimed at the center of the paw to avoid failed trials. No bleeding occurred in any of the trials indicating that excessive damage is not necessary to cause a brisk withdrawal.

### Blunt stimulus {#s4-2-3}

To evaluate the response to a tactile, non-nociceptive cutaneous stimulus which activates low-threshold mechanoreceptors ([@bib1]), a thermally neutral, wooden stick with a blunt ('Blunt'), rounded tip was pushed against the glabrous skin of either the fore- or hind-paw.

### C-fiber thermal stimulation not examined {#s4-2-4}

We did not evaluate a thermal stimulus that excites C-fiber afferents ([@bib57]) because these all employ a slower, ramp-style of heating. Therefore, the withdrawal response is not clearly time-locked to delivery of the stimulus rendering ramp heating stimuli unsuitable for the high-speed video acquisition and analyses employed in this paper.

Behavioral tests {#s4-3}
----------------

Unrestrained rats were placed under plastic enclosures on an elevated glass (thermal stimulus trials) or wire mesh platform (pinprick and blunt stimulus trials). The enclosures (23 × 13 × 13 cm) were large enough for the rats to move or to stand freely ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). All animals were habituated to the testing environment for 3 consecutive days prior to commencement of behavioral testing by placing them on the glass test plate under the enclosure for 10 min. On test days, stimuli were delivered following a 10-min habituation period. Thermal or mechanical stimuli were delivered with the rat\'s body supported either by all four limbs or only their hindlimbs for a period of at least 3--5 s before administering the stimulus ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Responses to both fore- and hindlimb stimulations were explored when the rat was resting on all four limbs. When the rat was on its hindlimbs, only its hindlimbs were stimulated. In the bipedal stance, behavioral responses to noxious stimuli were also tested after intraperitoneal injection of the opioid antagonist, naloxone hydrochloride dehydrate (5 mg/kg) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) ([@bib79]; [@bib34]; [@bib55]). Naloxone was administered using a 30-g needle attached to a zero-dead volume insulin syringe (Terumo, Elkton, MD), 30 min prior to the experiment to minimize any stress-induced analgesia related to handling and the injection procedure. A control, vehicle injection was not performed. For thermal stimulation, the laser collimator, which is designed to maintain a constant beam diameter over 2 cm, was attached to a movable support and positioned below the glass, with the 1.6 mm diameter beam directed at the tip of a toe. The laser device is supplied with a red aiming beam to precisely position the infrared beam on the skin. Great care was taken to keep the glass surface dry and free of debris or excrement so that the skin could be stimulated directly by the laser.

High-speed videography {#s4-4}
----------------------

As reported previously ([@bib57], [@bib58]), the response to an infrared laser stimulus that preferentially excites Aδ fibers in normal rats is characterized by rapid paw withdrawal and, with the intensities used, was frequently accompanied by orientation of the head to the stimulated paw followed by paw shaking and licking (see [Video 3](#media3){ref-type="other"}). To further quantify and characterize this sequence of events, we used a high-speed 12-bit monochrome camera (AOS Technologies AG, Switzerland) to record limb and head movements before, during, and after the stimulus. A rectangular mirror, positioned at a 45° angle beneath the platform ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), was used to direct the image of the animal onto the camera lens. Initially, images were acquired at 500 frames per second (fps) but additional experiments showed that 130--170 fps could capture the time course of the behavioral sequence with sufficient temporal resolution. A recording of 1 to 2 s encompassed the period before stimulation, delivery of the stimulus, and the animal's response and this recording was then transferred to a computer for subsequent analysis ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Recordings commenced when the rats were standing still just prior to the moment of stimulation, irrespective of their initial posture (e.g. standing on two or four legs). To quantify the timing of the limb and head movements, frames were counted from the end of the stimulus (laser, pinprick, or blunt) to the onset of the first-observable movement or muscle twitch using commercially available software (AOS Imaging studio V3.7, AOS Technologies AG, Switzerland). In addition, we determined the time of movement onset and offset for all four limbs and the head. The behavioral responses of the stimulated limb were further analyzed and divided into four types of response (withdrawal, twitch transitioning to withdrawal, twitch only, or no response). This categorization was based on the effects of the different postural states on the response.

Data analysis {#s4-5}
-------------

To represent the temporal relationship of the different limb movements, we constructed limb movement histograms comprised of all assays in which animals responded with a limb lifting from the platform. We set bins of 50 ms each with 0 ms corresponding to the onset of the stimulus for 'Sharp' and 'Blunt' and to the end of the 100 ms laser pulse for 'Laser' stimulus. A limb was counted as moving in all the bins from the beginning of movement until the time the movement ended or reached the set end time of 500 ms. We also calculated the mean first response latency (Mean ± SEM) for each limb and the probability of limb movement in response to the stimulus by counting the number of the trials that each limb demonstrated any type of movement divided by the total number of trials. We also broke down the type of movement (full withdrawal; twitch to withdrawal; twitch only; no movement) and its probability for the stimulated limb in response to a stimulus. Data analysis and plots were done in Matlab (Mathworks, MA, RRID:[SCR_001622](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_001622)) and Prism6 (GraphPad Software, Inc., CA, RRID:[SCR_002798](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_002798)). The statistics are listed in the Results section and in the figure legends. A post-hoc power analysis was done using G-Power 3.1.9.2. The two-way ANOVA analysis had a power of 0.92 for the results presented in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and 0.71 for the results presented in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Despite the low power, the p values for [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} indicated statistical significance.
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Thank you for submitting your article \"Identification of a novel spinal nociceptive-motor gate control circuit for Aδ pain stimuli in rats\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by four peer reviewers, one of whom, Peggy Mason, is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and the evaluation has been overseen and Eve Marder as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

This is a very interesting manuscript which looks at a very simple example of reflex modulation, that of withdrawals during bipedal vs. quadrupedal stance in the rodent. The upshot is that using high speed videos, the authors show that the response to noxious stimulation is whole body, involving an orientation of the head first, followed by limb movements. They also show that the response to noxious stimulation of the hindpaw is delayed and inhibited when the rat is standing bipedally (as rats do during exploration). Of great interest is the finding that the bipedal modulation is naloxone sensitive. In sum, this manuscript greatly enriches our understanding of the organization of nocifensive responses. In particular the early engagement of the head suggest that brainstem circuits are activated as early as are spinal ones and support a spine-bulbo-spinal pathway for the spinal reactions. The naloxone-sensitivity of a standard withdrawal associated with a bipedal posture is novel and interesting.

There are two major points that we ask you to address in a revision:

The bipedal posture may be a proxy for the factor directly responsible for the modulation associated with stance. For example it could be a proxy for alertness. Please discuss this issue and acknowledge the accompanying limitations to full interpretation

The reviewers unanimously agreed that the detailed cellular circuitry claims are greatly overblown. Please reduce this type of speculation to a couple of sentences. Also change title to acknowledge this issue.

These points are fleshed out in the individual reviewers\' comments below along with a list of minor points of concern.

Reviewer \#1:

The authors place this work in the context of spinal circuits, particularly focusing on possible genetically identified neurons that may be involved. This reviewer finds this a stretch. Some mention of this work is fine but the experiments presented hardly provide any data that supports or contradicts the spinal neurons discussed.

The novel finding of early head involvement supports a spino-bulbo-spinal loop underlying the response to noxious stimulation. This is an old idea (Jankowska, Lundberg and others) that has been revisited more recently (see e.g. Hellman and Mason 2012). A fuller discussion of this idea would be welcome.

The finding of modulation during exploratory rearing (aka bipedal stance) could be viewed as another motor behavior during which reactions to noxious stimuli are suppressed. Other examples include micturition and eating. The authors should consider discussing their findings within this context. The naloxone sensitivity is consistent with the potential involvement of RM neurons (among a myriad of places, admittedly).
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One of the main conclusions of the authors is that the bipedal posture confers inhibitory effects on noxious stimuli-related behavior. Authors claimed that posture itself has a gating mechanism on pain. This claim is premature since it is not supported by any experimental data proving posture-induced gating at the level of the spinal cord. The alternative explanation would be that when the animal stands on its hind limbs and does not rest on its four limbs, it is because it is in a searching/exploring phase and its alertness and attention span are different than the animal resting on four feet. Different state of alertness may affect the perception of stimuli. I realize that the experiments dissecting these mechanisms are impossible to do at this stage. I therefore would suggest to the authors to leave their results as purely descriptive and leave the hypothetical interpretations in the Discussion part but not in the title, Introduction or Result parts.

Systemic pharmacological approach, or genetic, optogenetic or chemogenetic approaches in mice, would allow to draw some of the conclusion of the effects of the behavioral movement paradigm on pain perception. Authors used rats and only one drug -- naloxone -- which differently affected responses in bipedal or quadrupedal animals. Thus, the conclusions about the contribution of \"endogenous opioid and non-opioid analgesic mechanisms\" to the posture gating are preliminary.

Last, it would be interesting to see (and feasible to preform) how these movement patterns are modified in models of inflammatory and neuropathic pain, i.e. how hyperalgesia or allodynia affect these patterns.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Identification of a novel spinal nociceptive-motor gate control for Aδ pain stimuli in rats\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Eve Marder (Senior editor) and Peggy Mason (Reviewing editor). However, there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

There is a strong sensory bias to this article. The authors omit self-generated movements that are not the direct result of stimulation but appear to be \"spontaneous.\" This is nowhere more important than with respect to the central modulatory factor described here, posture. Posture is a constant that adopts different states, primarily because of self-generated movements that are not closely or even remotely tied to sensory stimuli- why does an animal choose a particular moment to rear and explore and then choose another moment to sniff at the ground? We don\'t know because these actions are internally generated.

The naloxone studies are too preliminary to include given that there is no saline control (I apologize for not noticing this in the first review). Rats do not receive injections in a stress-free manner and the effect of the injection procedure alone cannot be assumed to be nil. If control saline experiments are available, then another issue that should be discussed is how the rats decreased their latency when in the bipedal posture. Did they fall over?

The Reviewing Editor remains concerned regarding the use of intensity to refer to a response. The authors are urged to consider that magnitude of response is a typical term whereas intensity is typically used in reference to a stimulus. Moreover, the sentences following the use of intensity in the Introduction deal with the time domain and with the type of response and none deals with magnitude. Changing the wording only slightly would go a great length to honing this argument.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled \"Identification of a novel spinal nociceptive-motor gate control for Aδ pain stimuli in rats\" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by Eve Marder (Senior editor), and a Reviewing editor.

The manuscript has been improved but there are some remaining issues that need to be addressed before acceptance, as outlined below:

Unfortunately the argument made regarding the lack of a saline control in the response to reviewers is 1) not in the manuscript; and 2) very indirect. Please explicitly highlight the limitations and caveats intrinsic to not having a saline control. Or omit the naloxone experiments.

10.7554/eLife.23584.023

Author response

*There are two major points that we ask you to address in a revision:*

*The bipedal posture may be a proxy for the factor directly responsible for the modulation associated with stance. For example it could be a proxy for alertness. Please discuss this issue and acknowledge the accompanying limitations to full interpretation.*

This is an interesting point to consider. There are several factors that might mitigate against interference by extraneous environmental factors.

1\) The first is technical: Our testing room was isolated from transient noise, air currents, temperature shifts, and people entering the room. We also used a 10-minute habituation period on the test platform prior to testing and the animals were well acquainted with the testing room itself and the apparatus. The testing was exclusively performed by the same two people. Thus, opportunities for novel environmental interferences were minimal.

2\) Second, the opportunity to be in an "altered state of alertness" or for that matter in an altered state of motoric intent (i.e., the rat might be deciding to move from its present position) is a factor whether the animal is on 4 paws or on its two hind paws. Such factors might be expected to generate a variety of patterns of response even when on 4 paws. Indeed, this is what we see. Thus, defining the exact intent or mental status of the rat at the instant of stimulation is difficult. In fact, the abrupt stimuli command the animal's attention and they orient (within milliseconds) to the stimulus whether they were distracted or not.

\(3\) Third, the fact that the animal was in the "reared-up" position might be interpreted that it had shifted from a less alert to a more alert state. Therefore, the rat may be in a heightened state of awareness to any new type of somatosensory or other sensory input and theoretically could act with more alacrity rather than less. Just the opposite hypothesis as above may also apply: maybe the rat assumes a reared-up posture because it is more relaxed and comfortable in this environment leading to a decreased state of awareness and slower reactions.

Treating all of these considerations in depth may make for a lengthy addition to the paper and amount to only a rough approximation of the "thought process" of a rat at any instant in time. However, since we did not mention attention, except in the Introduction, a brief treatment of the potential impact of this parameter as discussed above has been added the Discussion.

We added the following paragraph to the Discussion.

"Spino-bulbo-spinal descending control mechanisms in rostral medulla have been implicated in monitoring ongoing sensory input and modifying withdrawal reflexes in the event of a painful stimulus (Hellman and Mason 2012). Attentional processes can also modify pain responses to noxious stimuli and are known to have an impact when experimentally manipulated. In the present study, we did not purposely alter the animal's state of alertness or motivational status and our testing was performed an isolated room designed to minimize transient noise, air currents, temperature shifts, and people entering the room. These factors, coupled with habituation to the test platform and the testing room itself, minimized opportunities for novel environmental interferences."

*The reviewers unanimously agreed that the detailed cellular circuitry claims are greatly overblown. Please reduce this type of speculation to a couple of sentences. Also change title to acknowledge this issue.*

We have reduced the speculation on circuits at the spinal level and added some discussion of long loop circuits as requested.

*These points are fleshed out in the individual reviewers\' comments below along with a list of minor points of concern.*

*Reviewer \#1:*

*The authors place this work in the context of spinal circuits, particularly focusing on possible genetically identified neurons that may be involved. This reviewer finds this a stretch. Some mention of this work is fine but the experiments presented hardly provide any data that supports or contradicts the spinal neurons discussed.*

*The novel finding of early head involvement supports a spino-bulbo-spinal loop underlying the response to noxious stimulation. This is an old idea (Jankowska, Lundberg and others) that has been revisited more recently (see e.g. Hellman and Mason 2012). A fuller discussion of this idea would be welcome.*

*The finding of modulation during exploratory rearing (aka bipedal stance) could be viewed as another motor behavior during which reactions to noxious stimuli are suppressed. Other examples include micturition and eating. The authors should consider discussing their findings within this context. The naloxone sensitivity is consistent with the potential involvement of RM neurons (among a myriad of places, admittedly).*

We appreciate this comment, which was echoed in several of the reviews. It appears we were overly detailed in our treatment of the potential circuits mediating the effect.

Several parts of the Discussion have been considerably shortened and we cite the appropriate recent publications.

In paragraph one: Changed "inhibitory circuit" to "inhibitory mechanism".

In the same paragraph: The sentence on circuits was removed. On this page the entire circuitry discussion was shortened.

Subsection "Effects of Naloxone": We removed the sentence containing an overly detailed consideration of potential molecular differences between DRG neurons. The citations were retained.

In subsection "Functional considerations for a spinal nociceptive-motor gate control": The two sentences were shortened to the phrase "and (b) a consideration of potential relevant neuronal populations and their characteristics."

In the same subsection: Two sentences were shortened into one: "This consideration implies the presence of inhibitory neurons and available data support the presence of both an endogenous opioid component and a GABA/glycinergic component"

The word circuit was changed to spinal cord.

In subsection "A motor-sensory gate component": The potential contribution of efference copy from motoneurons was inserted. "Thus motoneuron discharge may generate an efference copy of the motor signal and this could be used to regulate the withdrawal reflex."

The word "Potential" was added to the title:" Potential Neural substrates of the spinal nociceptive-motor gate control circuit"

Subsection "Potential Neural substrates of the spinal nociceptive-motor gate control circuit": This section was shortened considerably but we request that some of parts be retained as they provide the reader a quick guide to a complex literature. The beginning of this section was reduced: "A set of interneurons in medial deep dorsal horn that meets many of the criteria delineated above appears to coordinate the execution of compound movements across multiple joints." Additionally, the end of the paragraph was overly speculative and was shortened to: "We hypothesize that these neurons may account for the postural inhibitory, non-opioid control of withdrawal reflexes and may participate in retention of the animal's balance and posture."

The first two sentences were retained with minor modification. The last part of the paragraph again, was overly speculative and was removed. This created some space and a segue to a brief discussion of higher CNS regions and attention; these additions are discussed below.

Text removal provided room for a couple of sentences on the potential role of spino-bulbo-spinal loops and higher order influences such as attention. We added the following text: "Higher CNS centers can also play salient roles in controlling moment to moment monitoring and modification of spinal excitability in a coordinated fashion with the ascending sensory information. \[...\] These factors, coupled with habituation to the test platform and the testing room itself, minimized opportunities for novel environmental interferences."

*Reviewer \#3:*

*One of the main conclusions of the authors is that the bipedal posture confers inhibitory effects on noxious stimuli-related behavior. Authors claimed that posture itself has a gating mechanism on pain. This claim is premature since it is not supported by any experimental data proving posture-induced gating at the level of the spinal cord. The alternative explanation would be that when the animal stands on its hind limbs and does not rest on its four limbs, it is because it is in a searching/exploring phase and its alertness and attention span are different than the animal resting on four feet. Different state of alertness may affect the perception of stimuli. I realize that the experiments dissecting these mechanisms are impossible to do at this stage. I therefore would suggest to the authors to leave their results as purely descriptive and leave the hypothetical interpretations in the Discussion part but not in the title, Introduction or Result parts.*

*Systemic pharmacological approach, or genetic, optogenetic or chemogenetic approaches in mice, would allow to draw some of the conclusion of the effects of the behavioral movement paradigm on pain perception. Authors used rats and only one drug -- naloxone -- which differently affected responses in bipedal or quadrupedal animals. Thus, the conclusions about the contribution of \"endogenous opioid and non-opioid analgesic mechanisms\" to the posture gating are preliminary.*

Last, it would be interesting to see (and feasible to preform) how these movement patterns are modified in models of inflammatory and neuropathic pain, i.e. how hyperalgesia or allodynia affect these patterns.

The title was modified and the word "circuit" was removed. The new title is: "Identification of a novel spinal nociceptive-motor gate control for Aδ pain stimuli in rats". We acknowledge the reviewer's concern that attentional effects might produce the inhibitory effects of posture. This was a general concern of other reviewers and we have provided a detailed response to this concern at the beginning of this document and we have now considered this point in the Discussion.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

*There is a strong sensory bias to this article.*

We think that, because of the revisions we have made, the motor control elements now receive appropriate attention along the manuscript.

*The authors omit self-generated movements that are not the direct result of stimulation but appear to be \"spontaneous.\" This is nowhere more important than with respect to the central modulatory factor described here, posture. Posture is a constant that adopts different states, primarily because of self-generated movements that are not closely or even remotely tied to sensory stimuli- why does an animal choose a particular moment to rear and explore and then choose another moment to sniff at the ground? We don\'t know because these actions are internally generated.*

This is an interesting point. In course of extensive testing, animals can often be observed engaging in self-generating movements. That been said, we took a great care to conduct our tests only after the animal reached, assumed, a stable quadrupedal or bipedal posture and the sensory stimulus was applied during this stable condition.

*The naloxone studies are too preliminary to include given that there is no saline control (I apologize for not noticing this in the first review). Rats do not receive injections in a stress-free manner and the effect of the injection procedure alone cannot be assumed to be nil. If control saline experiments are available, then another issue that should be discussed is how the rats decreased their latency when in the bipedal posture. Did they fall over?*

We acknowledge that injections can cause stress, and that we did not compare the results of the naloxone treated animals to saline-injected controls. However, our experimental testing was done 30min after the naloxone injection by which time stress-related analgesia will have dissipated. The action of intrathecally administered opioid peptides such as enkephalin or other proenkephalin-derived peptides lasts for \~20 min (Iadarola et al., 1986).

To clarify and acknowledge these point the following changes have been made:

"Naloxone was administered using a 30g needle attached to a zero-dead volume insulin syringe (Terumo, Elkton, MD), 30 minutes prior to the experiment to minimize any stress-induced analgesia related to handling and the injection procedure"

"Although we did not compare the results of the naloxone injections to those in saline injected control animals, we note that the experimental testing was done 30 min after the naloxone injection, which exceeds duration of analgesia evoked by many mild stressors or by intrathecally administered opioid peptides such as enkephalin or other proenkephalin-derived peptides (Iadarola et al., 1986). An opioidergic component to the postural inhibition is consistent with studies showing that withdrawal reflexes are under tonic inhibition by opioids which can be relieved by naloxone (Catley et al., 1983; Chung et al., 1983; Clarke et al., 1992; Steffens and Schomburg, 2011)". Reference added: "Iadarola MJ, Tang J, Costa E, Yang HY. 1986. Analgesic activity and release of (MET5)enkephalin-Arg6-Gly7-Leu8 from rat spinal cord in vivo. Eur J Pharmacol. 121(1):39-48. PMID: 2420613"

*The Reviewing Editor remains concerned regarding the use of intensity to refer to a response. The authors are urged to consider that magnitude of response is a typical term whereas intensity is typically used in reference to a stimulus. Moreover, the sentences following the use of intensity in the Introduction deal with the time domain and with the type of response and none deals with magnitude. Changing the wording only slightly would go a great length to honing this argument.*

We thank the reviewer for this clarification. The following modification was made: "Time and magnitude are two, of many, domains in which human and animal behavioral responses are quantified following application of noxious stimuli and from which endpoints can be derived. However, when considering acute and chronic pain, responses in the temporal and magnitude domains occupy an extraordinarily broad range."

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

*Unfortunately the argument made regarding the lack of a saline control in the response to reviewers is 1) not in the manuscript; and 2) very indirect. Please explicitly highlight the limitations and caveats intrinsic to not having a saline control. Or omit the naloxone experiments.*

As indicated by the reviewers, the argument regarding the lack of a saline control was only mentioned in the Discussion section. In order to clarify, indicate, and discuss this point appropriately along the manuscript, the following additions and changes were made:

In the Materials and method section, we added the following sentence: "A control, vehicle injection was not performed."

The following paragraph was added to the Results section: "One limitation of these studies is that we did not use a vehicle injection as a control for the naloxone injection. Injections are anxiogenic and could influence the timing of withdrawal responses to noxious stimuli (Lapin, 1995). We note, however, that the latency of the first response to a thermal stimulus was unchanged following naloxone injection, suggesting that the effects of the injection per se did not alter the responses to all noxious stimuli. Despite this observation, we cannot eliminate the possibility that the injection might have influenced the responses to the pin prick stimulus and we consider this potential confound in more detail in the discussion."

The following reference was added: "Lapin IP. 1995. Only controls: effect of handling, sham injection, and intraperitoneal injection of saline on behavior of mice in an elevated plus-maze. J Pharmacol Toxico Methods. 34(2):73-77. PMID: 8563035"

In the Discussion section, the explanation presented was updated to the following: "As we discussed earlier we did not use saline-injections as a control for the naloxone injections. The effect of naloxone on the latency to the first movement was only observed for the pin prick stimulus, suggesting that the injections themselves did not have non-specific analgesic effects. This may be because the experimental testing was done 30 min after the naloxone injection, which exceeds duration of analgesia evoked by many mild stressors or by intrathecally administered opioid peptides such as enkephalin or other proenkephalin-derived peptides (Iadarola et al., 1986). Consistent with this conclusion, Bryant et al., (1983) found that intrathecal saline injections did not alter the reaction latency to hot-plate test or the threshold in a paw-pressure test. While we cannot exclude a non-specific effect of the injection, our data favor the existence of an opioidergic component to the postural inhibition of the withdrawal reflex."

The following references were added: "Bryant RM, Olley JE, Tyers MB. 1983. Antinociceptive actions of morphine and buprenorphine given intrathecally in the conscious rat. Br J Pharmacol. 78(4): 659-663. PMID: 6687818. PMCID: PMC2044748"

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
